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Alaska  is an extraordinary place, with the incredible scenery of ancient glaciers and the 

tallest mountain in the world, Denali.  Not the highest which still goes to Everest and K2 in 

the Himalayas, but because the base of Denali starts at a much lower altitude, it is the  

longest climb and therefore the tallest mountain from top to bottom!  There is beautiful wildlife, puffins, sea  

otters and whales, ptarmigan, moose and grizzly bears and many more.  I feel blessed to have visited in August.

The people we met in Alaska are among the friendliest that I’ve found anywhere.  From the Albanian immigrant who drove 

a hotel shuttle in Fairbanks, to the Israeli cab driver who took us to the airport in Anchorage and the many Alaskans we met 

sitting at the next stool in a bar or the next table at a restaurant, everyone was friendly and would be happy to tell us their life 

story with just the slightest encouragement.

We heard a lot of stories, but one thing came up in almost every conversation:  climate crisis.  From the pilot of a five passenger 

propeller plane who told us he was glad he was too old to see what was going to happen to his beloved home, to the  

entrepreneur who spent time flipping houses in Alaska and running a restaurant in Palm Springs.  He told us how terrible  

he thought Mayor Lightfoot was, though he hasn’t been to Chicago in decades.  He also explained how the rapidly melting  

permafrost is playing havoc with his real estate development as a house he is rehabbing began sinking into the ground.   

Alaskans are on the front line of climate change in a dramatic and heartbreaking way.

Surely because of the impending High Holy Days I found myself thinking of that refrain in the Unetaneh Tokef prayer:  “Who by 

fire… who by beast..  who by drowning….. “ We have had the luxury of reading those words as metaphor for many years, but 

no longer.  The earth itself is being devoured by fire, by melting glaciers and ice caps causing sea level rise, by the change of 

habitat caused by higher temperatures that kill trees and other sources of food and shelter and bring hungry beasts closer to 

human settlements.  This is not an apocalyptic vision of the future, it is here and now, and in Alaska it feels very present.

Change is inevitable, but catastrophe can still be averted.  As it says in that same prayer, teshuvah, tzedakah and tefilah avert 

the severe decree.  We still have tools at our disposal that can prevent climate change from destroying the people we love.  

As it says in the sayings of our ancestors, “Time is short, the work is great, and the master is urgent.”  We have to do teshuvah, 

tzedakah, tefilah right now if we want to hold off the severe effects of climate change.

Teshuvah means change, and in small ways and large we need to change.  We have to reduce our consumption. Reuse things 

whenever possible, and recycle whatever can be recycled.  In every way we can, we should diminish our carbon footprint.  It’s 

okay to start small, consume less meat, walk a little instead of driving, pay for carbon offsets when traveling, rehab something 

old instead of throwing it away.  Our holy day machzor is speaking about people but the words are useful in this capacity as 

well., “Al tashlichenu, Do not cast us aside as we grow old, renew our days and give them new worth.”  That is about us, but it is 

also about the goods we own.

FROM THE RABBI

Reflection and Teshuvah 
Rabbi Ike Serotta

Article continued on page 21.
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FROM THE RABBI

A few times during Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur I’ve shared a story in our family service 
called “The Hardest Word.” It’s about a quest to discover the hardest word to say. Spoiler 
alert: According to the story, the answer is “sorry.” 

But while “sorry” may be a hard word to say, “forgiveness” is a hard idea to embrace. We hesitate to forgive — and to seek  
forgiveness—because we fear it is a way of giving in. We imagine forgiving is the same as condoning. Or perhaps we find  
comfort in righteous indignation or satisfaction in being “right.” 

Ultimately, we may be seeking to avoid what psychologists call “cognitive dissonance.” Perhaps we see ourselves as a kind  
and honest person, so to admit we did something wrong contradicts our self-image, so we do not seek forgiveness. 

It can also feel good to “stick to our guns.” Professor Tyler Okimoto writes that “In a way, apologies give power to their  
recipients. For example, apologizing to my wife admits my wrongdoing; but apologizing also gives her the power to choose 
whether she wants to alleviate my shame through forgiveness, or increase my shame by holding a grudge. Our research has 
found that people experience a short-term increase in their feelings of personal power and control after refusing to apologize.”  
I think we all know what he is saying! 

So how do we decide to forgive? It does not come naturally to most people. We need all the help we can get. 

That’s one of the reasons we our Jewish tradition gives us these upcoming Days of Awe. They push us to look closely at ourselves. 
They reveal to us the stories and wisdom of our tradition. And they encourage us to act, to do things that make us a little  
uncomfortable. 

Over time, we may find that seeking and giving forgiveness becomes a habit. We become more adept and open to the inevitable 
discomfort. 

The Hebrew language captures this truth in the word we use for forgivness, mechilah. The word mechilah shares a root with the 
word machol. Machol means “to dance.” 

A good dance isn’t simple or straightforward. It takes practice. It takes empathy. We have to respond to the other person’s needs 
and movements. So it is with forgiveness. It unfolds at its own pace. The  most important thing is to keep moving. 

Why It’s So Hard to Admit We’re Wrong 
Rabbi Evan Moffic
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Each year as summer comes to an end, fall creeps in, and children return to school, we 
as Jews reflect on the past year. We examine our behavior and think of how we can be 
better people by changing and growing in the year ahead.  We commit to being more  
intentional and kinder.  In Judaism, we call this process Teshuva, the Jewish idea of return.  Each Rosh Hashanah  
I personally return to a place of love, in my heart and soul, back to my childhood, sitting in Shul with my  
grandfather as he recited and chanted each prayer from his heart, praying for himself, our family and the  
community to have a good, sweet year, and to be sealed for another year, in the book of life. During the process 
of Teshuva, we return and renew our connection with Adonai; from my grandfather’s perspective, nothing was 
more important or more meaningful. I could never imagine not being in the physical space of synagogue during 
the High Holy Days, but nonetheless I still feel my grandfather is with me.  The experience is different, but special 
and meaningful. 

This year I have often felt like I’m riding a roller-coaster, but at the same time feel an immense sense of gratitude.  
Hakarat hatov, the Hebrew word for gratitude, meaning, “recognizing the good” helps remind me that practicing 
gratitude is essential to recognizing all the good around us each day. The “covid-keepers” or lessons we have 
learned has positioned us to thrive and grow our sacred community.  

Since May of this year, 2021, we have welcomed more than 50 new member families into our community.   
This is not by accident or luck. Professional staff, clergy and lay leaders have worked tirelessly to create a system 
that would both sustain us financially and allow us to develop rich and meaningful worship and programming, 
while building a sense of respect and belonging for our community.

Welcoming and belonging are different and while we have always been a welcoming community, I am filled with 
pride as I feel and observe a culture of belonging at Makom Solel Lakeside.  Belonging to something greater than 
ourselves remains, as always, a significant motivator in the human experience. Connections matter to each of us, 
and building community needs to be intentional. New families walk in our spiritual home to tour and feel like 
they are home, they are comfortable.  You know the feeling, shoulders down, heart open, that is how it feels to 
truly belong. I feel it and see it in the smiles and interactions between members of our community.  We all want 
to be a part of those communities where people really care about each other and reach out when things seem 
off. By belonging to a group, we feel as if we are a part of something bigger and more important than ourselves. 
Our need to belong is what drives us to seek out lasting relationships with others, and we have proved it can be 
done authentically even virtually during trying times.  During uncertain times, feeling known and cared for is of 
upmost importance. It helps us feel grounded, giving us confidence that we can persevere and get through to 
the other side. 

Rosh Hashanah is the head of the year.  It commemorates the creation of the world and the day that God created 
humanity.  Yom Kippur is the heart of the year.  It is a day of forgiveness and reconciliation in which we examine 
ourselves honestly and pledge to be better.  Makom Solel Lakeside is a perfect balance of head and heart, a spe-
cial community, and my spiritual home. 

L’Shalom, 
Holly

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

This Is Where We Belong 
Holly Krakow
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Memories of the High Holidays 
Ross Erlebacher

Some of my fondest Jewish memories are associated with the High Holidays, Sukkot, 
and Simchat Torah. My earliest recollections are from Simchat Torah when our family 
would drive from Skokie to my grandmother’s Lakeview apartment.  Prior to services, 

we would have a lovely holiday dinner and then walk a few blocks to Anshe Emet Synagogue, where my grandmother 
was a long-time congregant.  During the festive services, we would march around the grand sanctuary with paper flags 
to celebrate the holiday. Simchat Torah was perfect for a youngster as the services allowed me to get out of my seat, 
march around the sanctuary, and sing joyously.

Sukkot also provides warm reminiscences for me. As a student in Temple Judea Mizpah’s religious school, I remember the 
crisp fall days when we decorated the synagogue’s sukkah. We hung gourds, built the roof by placing evergreens across 
the top of bamboo sticks, and learned holiday prayers over the lulav and etrog.  The holiday wasn’t complete without a 
Shabbat dinner inside of the sukkah of close family friends.  

From my teenage years, I have wonderful memories of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.  As a post B’nai  
Mitzvah, my brothers and I were expected to attend “adult services.”  Often, we would sit as a family. Services often 
seemed to move slowly.  Sometimes, we would be allowed to sit with our friends from the synagogue’s youth group.  
Amongst our peers to pass time, we’d entertain ourselves at evening services by whispering to each other about the 
length of the rabbi’s sermon or perhaps some high school gossip. 

At High Holidays, one of our congregational traditions was to have members of the youth group serve as Torah readers.  
We all knew the effort and dedication necessary to learn the lengthy holiday Torah portions and we were always  
supportive of each other. During the Torah reading, we’d follow along as one of our peers read in front of the entire  
congregation. At the end of Torah services, we’d welcome the Torah reader back to a seat amongst us and congratulate 
them on a job well done.

As an adult, I have embraced the holidays.  Social interactions are still an integral part for me as I enjoy serving  
as an usher and greeting congregants.  At services, I am inspired by the sermons from Rabbi Moffic and Rabbi Serotta. 
Cantor O’Brien, Todd Kessler and our choir provide uplifting music that enhances worship. The High Holidays continue  
to be a favorite time of the year for me.

The connective thread from my memories is being part of a dynamic community and a congregation.  I hope that each  
of you reading this feel the same, have found and will continue to find special connections at Makom Solel Lakeside.

To that end, I am thrilled to report that our community is thriving and growing.  We have many families that have and 
continue to make Makom Solel Lakeside a central part of their Jewish life. Equally important, we have welcomed over  
50 new families since the announcement of our Community Commitment program in May. I am so proud that we are 
flourishing in this most unprecedented time.

In closing, I wish each of you a L’Shanah Tovah (Happy New Year) and G’mar Chatimah Tovah –  
may each of you be inscribed in the Book of Life for a good year.
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Diversity, Equity, Inclusion

“Behold how good and pleasant it is for all to dwell together in unity” Psalm 133  

As Makom Solel Lakeside, we pride ourselves on being a welcoming congregation.  Indeed, since May of 2021, we have  
welcomed over 50 new families into our midst.  This is wonderful news.  We believe our numbers will continue to grow as we 
reap the rewards of a demonstrably inclusive community. We truly want our makom to be a place where all can dwell together 
in unity. 

The work of assessing how we can become a more “belonging” community was the overall charge of a Makom Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) task force of 10 congregants over the early months of 2021.  The group made recommendations to 
the Board across these areas:  interfaith, LGBTQ, racial/ethnic diversity, disability, and age. The Board approved that we should 
continue the work with a DEI Implementation Task Force (with 20 lay leaders and professional staff, combined) by identifying 
what we are already doing well in seven areas:  marketing, training/culture change/community, outreach, worship, education, 
Tikkun Olam and our infrastructure/building.  We thank the members of the Task Force for their work and dedication over the 
summer compiling these lists. There’s a lot to report. 

FOR MARKETING:                          
• Website reinforces inclusion throughout 
• Emails offer different access points for worship services and accessible registration for programs 

• Social media and flyers promote our events using inclusive language  

OUR JOURNEY TO A MORE 
“BELONGING” COMMUNITY

FOR TRAINING/CULTURE CHANGE/COMMUNITY:                          
• Board and Staff have been trained on DEI
• Our Adult Education offerings are diverse
• Our library is diverse—for everyone 
• Our Community Commitment Model enables all to participate—regardless of financial situation 
• We encourage use of mics in our programs to amplify the sound for everyone 

FOR OUTREACH:                          
• Clergy officiate at interfaith and LGBTQ weddings
• Zoom programming and worship enhance accessibility for all  
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Diversity, Equity, Inclusion

FOR EDUCATION (LEV LEARNING):                          
• We create a welcoming environment for all 
• We train our teachers in LGBTQ and interfaith topics 
• We provide our madrichim (Lev Learning aides) with Keshet special education training and one-on-one support 

for students as needed
• We design our curriculum around inclusion. Examples: anti-racism Chicago-wide Sunday school program and 

comparative religion in 7th grade
• We use intentional language and flexibility (with gender and gender-neutral responses) on our registration form
• Our school office has LGBTQ safe signs
• We affirm pronoun use
• We are inclusive and supportive of diverse camp choices
• Our teen and mitzvah programs evolve for individual and family needs

FOR INFRASTRUCTURE/BUILDING:                          
• Our bima and ark are wheelchair accessible
• We provide an all-gender bathroom

WATCH THIS SPACE! 
 
We are already identifying initiatives and programs to enrich our journey toward becoming a more “belonging”  
community. These include (but not limited to) more signage, other facility improvements, enhancements to our web-
site, Lev Learning updates, and family programming possibilities. Watch future issues of the Makom Quarterly  
and Makom at Home for updates

FOR TIKKUN OLAM:                          
• Our Tikkun Olam Committee is involved in many areas of DEI—particularly around racial injustice 
• Our partnerships with the URJ, RAC-IL, JCUA, and Lake County United give us connections with national state, and 

local ally organizations like MASK,  Interfaith Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights,  Rainbow- 
PUSH, Refugee One, HIAS, Hands of Peace and others. These partnerships enrich our programming 

• We sponsor Anti-Racism book discussions  
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In just a few short weeks, Jews around the world will mark the beginning of a New Year. Whether we are in-person or online, 
together we will pray for a peaceful and prosperous 5782. The Holy Days also give us an opportunity to reconnect with fam-
ily and friends, to reinterpret the wisdom of the past, and to reimagine how our lives will look in the coming year. By striving 
to reconcile with others and improve our spiritual/ 
social selves, we also seek to re-establish our connection with the one-ness of God’s creation and with the source of life 
itself. In all these multifaceted ways, we can truly say that the Holy Days are a time of returning.

How beautiful it is that our Hebrew word for return, Teshuva, is also our word for repentance. By itself, the English word 
repentance connotes a mental state, its etymology being derived from the Latin root meaning “to regret.” Yet by combining 
the idea of “repentance” with “return,” the Hebrew language offers us a powerful realization: true reconciliation requires 
active effort. According to the assessment of Ismar Schorsch of the Jewish Theological Seminary, “the contrast is  
pronounced: etymologically, the English concept stresses a state of mind, the Hebrew, an action to be taken.” How then do 
we do the work of Teshuva in our own lives? Perhaps another way of asking this question: what can help us to transform 
our aspirational goals- which tend to be abstract and unrefined- into a clear plan of action for the New Year? In pondering 
these questions, I have been returning to a familiar folk song that we sing during this time of year.

 The song in mind is called Achat Sha’alti. The words come from a verse in the book of Psalms, specifically Psalm 27 verse 4. 
The melody is simple and elegant, featuring a minor musical key that sounds both melancholy and meditative. The lyrics are 
neatly divided into three short stanzas. By parsing out each of these stanzas, we may be able to find some practical advice 
for how to make the most of Teshuva in this New Year. Beginning with the first line:

“Achat Sha’alti M’eit Adonai -
One thing I ask of Adonai, only one thing do I seek”

Experience tells us that setting goals and priorities can help transform abstract aspirations into concrete plans of action. 
Even though we begin the process of self-renewal with good intentions, our spiritual goals can seem so broad that it  
becomes easy to give up before we even get started. To this the song replies, “only one thing do I ask of Adonai.” By  
refocusing on only one objective, we can channel our energies into a more realistic and realizable goal. This is the wisdom  
of prioritization. When we prioritize things in life, we create a plan of action that can help us to realize our best intentions.

The song continues to focus these spiritual efforts on an important idea: cultivating a closer connection to God.  
In the Psalmist’s words,

“Shivti B’veit Adonai Kol Y’mei Chayai -
That I may dwell in the house of Adonai all the days of my life”

Community: The Blessing That  
Leads to Greater Blessings 
  Cantor Jay O’Brien

Article continued on page 20.

FROM THE CANTOR
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SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE
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Viola Jane Labrador, daughter of Hallie and Rafael Labrador and older sister to Adele and Emerson will 
become a Bat Mitzvah on October 23, 2021. Viola is in 7th grade at Edgewood Middle School in High-
land Park and she normally spends her summers at Camp Nicolet in Eagle River, WI. Viola loves soccer 
and plays on both the Highland Park AYSO and the Glenbrook Strikers teams. Anyone who has met 
Viola knows that she loves animals including her dog Sunny, and especially horses. Viola is an avid 
equestrian and regularly shows her pony Delta Dawn. Viola understand the importance of humans’ 
relationships with horses. She has chosen to raise money for a therapeutic riding stable in the area for 

her mitzvah project so that adults and children can benefit from therapeutic riding, equine-assisted psychotherapy and physical, 
occupational and speech therapy using hippotherapy. Viola is hoping to be able to celebrate the special accomplishment of be-
coming a Bat Mitzvah with her family from around the US and the world. Including her grandfather Don Epstein from Cleveland, 
her grandfather Rafael J. Labrador from Spain, her grandmother Katie Labrador from Boston and her great grandmother Shirley 
Hoffman from NY. 

Viola Jane Labrador

BE MITZVAH SPOTLIGHT

Sophie Joseph, daughter of Ruth and David Joseph, will celebrate her B’not mitzvah on October 16, 
2021 with her sister, Talia.  Sophie is an eighth grader at Caruso Middle School in Deerfield.  She has 
two grandmothers, Shelley Rochell, who she sees in Northbrook and Boca Raton FL and Barbara  
Joseph who lives in Las Vegas NV. Sophie enjoys dancing, playing Lacrosse, and riding her bike with 
her friends.  Her favorite part of summer is overnight camp at Lake of the Woods in Decatur Michigan.

Sophia Belle Joseph

Talia Joseph, daughter of Ruth and David Joseph, will celebrate her B’not Mitzvah on October 16,2021 
with her sister, Sophie.  Talia is a seventh grader at Caruso Middle School in Deerfield.  She has two 
grandmothers, Shelley Rochell who she sees in Northbrook and Boca Raton FL and Barbara Joseph 
who lives in Las Vegas, NV.  Talia enjoys soccer, skiing, riding her bike with her friends, and making 
recipes from TikTok.  Her favorite part of the summer is going to overnight camp at Lake of the Woods 
in Decatur, Michigan.  

Talia Rose Joseph

Emily is an 8th grader from Deerfield.  She loves dancing, art, animals and baking.  After changing her date due to covid Emily is 
very excited to finally become a Bat Mitzvah on October 23, 2021.

Emily Rubin
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BE MITZVAH SPOTLIGHT

Juliette Sagett is excited to become a Bat Mitzvah on December 4, 2021! Juliette lives in Highland 
Park with her parents (Genevieve and Ari) and younger sister (Emma). She is a 7th grader at Edge-
wood Middle School, where she loves learning and hanging out with friends. When not at school, you 
can find Juliette on the soccer field, playing defense for her travel team, or hitting tennis balls with her 
sister! Juliette’s second home is at her beloved overnight camp, Kamaji, where she loves the simplicity 
of camp life, friendships with girls from around the country, activities, independence, and so much 
more. Kamaji makes Juliette’s heart sing and her smile even brighter! She’s passionate about helping 

others experience the joys of overnight camp.  So it’s only natural that her Mitzvah Project will be centered around Camp for all 
Kids, an organization committed to promoting racial diversity in the camp community. 

Juliette Sagett

Trevor Jacob Idler is looking forward to his Bar Mitzvah and celebrating with family and friends on  
October 30, 2021. His Parents Ronald and Ellen Idler as well as sister Brina Idler are proud of the hard 
work Trevor has put in to prepare. He feels very fortunate that his Grandmother, Anita Idler is able to help 
celebrate this exciting milestone. From Highland Park, Trevor attends Northwood Middle School and is a 
7th grader this year. Trevor plays Hockey for the Falcons, loves gaming with friends, and is starting to get 
interested in photography. Over the summer he has spent quality time with family and Sheepadoodle 
Pup “Piper”, attended hockey and golf camp, and for his Mitzvah project will be volunteering next month 

for the Northern Illinois Foodbank distributing food for neighbors in need in the nearby surrounding area.

Trevor Jacob

Joely Cohn will become a Bat Mitzvah on November 20, 2021. Formerly a student at Shepard Middle 
School in Deerfield, Joely recently moved to Chapel Hill, NC with her parents, Stephanie and Cecil, 
her brother, Miles and three-year-old pup, Bessie. She is excited to begin her next chapter as a middle 
school student at Durham Academy and live closer to her grandparents who all reside in the South-
east. Joely is grateful to Simcha Ackerman, Ashley Plotnick and the clergy at Makom Solel Lakeside for 
the opportunity to continue to prepare for and recite her Haftorah from afar in November. Joely will 
continue to play soccer and basketball in NC and the flute for her school’s band. When she is not at 

school or playing a sport, Joely can be found with crochet needles in hand or completing some other craft project. Prior to moving 
to North Carolina, she enjoyed creating and donating paracord drag leashes to Orphans of the Storm Animal Shelter. She looks 
forward to celebrating her Bat Mitzvah with friends and family zooming in from all over the world, including friends from Illinois 
and from her overnight camp, Camp White Pine, in Ontario, Canada. 

Joely Cohn
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As we begin 5782, many people will ask me, how was your summer? What did you do?  I don’t really need to think of the 
answer because it has been the same since the summer of 1989:  I was at camp. For one month this summer I was honored 
to work at Olin Sang Ruby Union Institute in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. Due to Covid mitigations we were confined to camp 
for 28 days and nights.  It was a great summer.

Camp by the numbers would also include: 52 evening and morning prayer sessions lead by the faculty and occasionally 
our campers, Reading Torah every week: 4 portions,  3 times a week, 4 Shabbatot and hours upon hours of Jewish  
educational programming including some very fun Hebrew classes. Living Jewishly is the dream and at camp this  
accomplishment is a reality.  

This year, out of the 80 chanichim, campers in my eidah, unit, over 20 of them were 2nd generation students of mine,  
children of counselors I knew, Makom students and even grandchildren of our congregants. I was privileged to lead all 
Camp T’filah, services twice this summer.  I would proudly announce that I was from Makom Solel Lakeside and  
inadvertently counselors and campers would seek me out to say they knew someone at our congregation.  I couldn’t  
have been happier to make the connection.  

Another responsibility of mine at camp was teaching and this year we focused on 4 middot or values. These included:   
Kavod=respect, Ometz Lev=perseverance, Chesed=kindness and Tsumet Lev=careful listening. These middot gave us a 
soft way to start learning sessions with campers and counselors. It had been 2 years since counselors and campers had 
been at camp. However, if your teachings of Middot make it into the Camp wide talent show, O-Stock, you know you have  
hit the mark. 

During my session I messaged and emailed dozens of pictures to parents and grandparents at home.  We have a camp 
website with pictures but a great advantage at OSRUI is that there are more adults at camp.  I know everyone that I sent 
a picture to this summer was grateful to see a picture specifically from me.  Although this summer was just like any other 
summer in some ways it was not at all similar.  Our campers came to camp after 1 ½ years of off and on public school, 
remote Religious School, and not very much communal worship experience.  In my unit our campers wear back packs,  
one camper told me: Wow I have not worn a backpack in 2 years.  It’s the little things we sometimes forget.  

As Dr. Betsy Stone, so eloquently wrote recently:  
The behavior of our children must teach us that we are not able to “return” as though the trauma is in the past. During  
the month of Elul, we remember that it is our job to create a better self — not a previous self. We’re not going back. We  
are moving forward as changed people. The brave new world we create must take our mental health – and that of our  
students, children and colleagues – into account. 

I mentioned that I was at camp for 28 days, this means that there are only 337 days until I will be back at camp.  Can’t wait.

My family and I wish your family a Happy and Healthy New Year, Shana Tova V’Mituka

If you are interested in going to OSRUI or have any questions about the camp please feel free to contact  
Vanessa Ehrlich  at VEhrlich@mymakom.org.

 

What Did You Do This  
Summer? I Was at Camp! 
Vanessa M. Ehrlich

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF LIFELONG LEARNING
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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF CONGREGATIONAL LEARNING

In Healing the Heart of Democracy, author Parker Palmer writes, “Heart’ comes from the 
Latin cor, and points not merely to our emotions but to the core of the self, that center place 

where all of our ways of knowing converge -- intellectual, emotional, sensory, intuitive, imaginative, experiential, relational, 
and bodily, among others.”  Lev, or heart, in Hebrew has a similar meaning.   Our school, aptly named “Lev Learning,” the 
heart of learning, aims to help our students integrate content knowledge with lived experience and social emotional  
wisdom.  Our logo, which includes the Hebrew letters for Lev, remind us that the word for heart consists of the very first 
letter of Torah (bet) and the very last letter of Torah (lamed).  Symbolically, all of Jewish learning can be found in the five 
Hebrew books between those first and last letters, and each word of Torah must be understood not only through an  
intellectual lens, but through an emotional one as well.  The lamed, with its shape like a pathway through the heart, reminds 
us that the journey of Jewish learning and identity formation runs through our hearts to open us up to connection, to love, 
and to community.

As we have shifted to a new financial model this year, and have included Lev Learning fees in our total community  
commitment, we recognize with humility and gratitude that our school would not be possible without the generous  
support of our entire community, those with school children as well as those without.  Our hope and intention is that the 
core experience of growing young Jewish minds and souls benefits everyone, and ultimately adds to the healing of our 
world and the continuation of generational Jewish learning.  L’dor v’dor, from generation to generation, is realized through 
us, each of our commitments toward Makom, this holy place.  Thank you for making our journey possible.  

Shanah tovah.   

What’s In A Name? 
Ashley Plotnick
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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With the start of a New Jewish Year, Makom’s Green Group has plans to inject more and deeper Jewish teaching into the life of 
the Congregation.  The majority of social justice organizations and efforts are moving toward intersectionality of issues rather 
than compartmentalization.  We can’t behave in a Jewish way only on Shabbat, but violate ethical codes on the other days.  
And similarly we can’t merely have a pollinator garden but use pesticides to eliminate the weeds surrounding it.  We live in  
an intricately connected world where every action has a consequence and a ripple effect.

Rabbi Ike had a remarkable suggestion for this year’s Tashlich.  Instead of “littering” the water with our sins, how about a  
reverse.  We can release our sins through the act of picking up pieces of litter.  How accustomed we are to throwing out what 
we don’t want or need.  It’s easy.  But stopping to pick something up, requires some thought and some effort.  We will also 
have an opportunity, Sept.18th for participating in a local coastal clean-up.

It is our hope that as we begin to have more in person events, we will be setting an example for how to integrate less wasteful 
practices into all gatherings and holidays.  September 26th will be the “Make Less Mess” Sukkot event at Rabbi Ike’s home.   
We are now members of Faith in Place, an Illinois organization of all faiths that focuses on caring for the Earth.  This will help  
in our efforts to connect with others on the intersectionality of social and environmental justice. 

 Watch for programs, partnering and policy advocating as we enjoy the practice of tending the earth.  
And please consider joining us.

Makom Solel Lakeside Green Group

On June 13, Makom Solel Lakeside’s parking lot was the site of two opportunities to perform mitzvot. Makom hosted our first 
in-person blood drive since the beginning of the COVID pandemic. Congregants donated in Vitalant’s Blood Mobiles. In order 
to maintain social distance on the Blood Mobiles, we were limited in the number of people we could sign up to donate. We 
were thrilled to have 42 congregants participate in our attempt to meet Vitalant’s goal of obtaining 35 units of blood. Unfor-
tunately, about 25% of the donors were deferred due to various issues. Nevertheless, we had 31 successful donations which 
yielded 93 units of blood for people in need at a time when blood is greatly needed. Congregant Diane Gordon said in refer-
ring to her donation, “This is one of the easiest things to do. It takes an hour of your time.”  

Congregants were also generous in donating their used bikes to Working Bikes, an organization that refurbishes the bikes and 
donates them around the world. Several congregants donated both blood and bikes! In total, congregants donated 11 bikes.  

The Fall Blood Drive will be held on October 31, 2021. Please save the date! Just think, an hour of your time can actually 
save lives.

Makom Solel Lakeside Hosts Mobile  
Blood Drive and Bike Donation

MAKOM SOLEL LAKESIDE GREEN GROUP & BLOOD DRIVE
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

We are blessed to welcome more than 50 new 
member households to our community this year.

Jason & Rachel Meltzer
Todd & Lauren Kessler
Emily & Robert Cohn
Brett Byron &  Sara Calfee  
Stephanie & Daniel Dancey
Joel & Mary Beth Magad
Fran Stone
Cynthia & Rachell Runion 
Marci & Barnet Balonick 
Jenifer & Danny Resnick
Emily & Daniel Mysel
Lisa & Mike Kurtzon
Burt & Linda Eisendrath Skolnik
Hilleri & Harry Zander
Stephanie Yasher
Lara & Josef Zeigler
Aaron & Abigail Finkelstein
Amanda & David Katz
Lindsey Epstein 
Daniel & Laurie Morrison 
Andrea & Michael Glickman 
Ron & Julie Swidler
Amy & Markus Hansenn 
Rebecca & Ryan Osberg 
Jessie & Aaron Lorber
Abby & David Karben
Elisa & Michael Quinlan
Robin & Warren Brandwein

Mandy & Phil Spiwak
Lisa & Andrew Strasman 
Lauren & Matthew Levinstein 
Robina & Steven Fisher
Jerry Rubel
Jodi & Jordan Rifkin
Jasmine & Aaron Shapiro
Samantha & Adam Zadikoff
JoAnne Kahn
Kenneth & Jodi Wittenberg
Emily & Adam Crane
Robert & Jayme Muriel
Merle D-Alba
Sheila & Lior Arad
Meredith Potter
Darren & Deborah Margulis
Jamie & Julie Roth 
Cheryl & John Susman 
Staci & Kenny Friedman
Jamie & Josh Feinzimer 
Adam & Olga Bergman
Lori & Howard Oster
Carrie Rizman
Rebecca & Adam Rosen
Laura Sauer
Jordan & Cyndi Wood
Josh & Stacy Wood

Welcome to all our new members!
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LIFE CYCLE WITH MAKOM

To Margaret and Mark Burka’s on the birth of their new 
grandson, Joseph Paul Oldaker 
 

To the family of Henry Hersch, friend of Ed
Bederman

To the family of Jerry Friedman, father of Dana 
Friedman (Doug) Graham

To the family of Herbert Wander, friend of Ed
Bederman

To the family of Howard Lee Lipton, husband of 
Pam Lipton, father of Joey, Bobby and Chad, and 
grandfather of Levi, Isaac, Xander and Pia

To the family of Tracy Murphy, niece of Marilyn 
Fischman, cousin of Rhonda (Rob) Lindner

To the family of Asher Birnbaum, father of Alisa 
Zucker (Daniel) and grandfather of Michael, Jaime 
and Shana Zucker

To the family of John Steve Adler, friend of Ed
Bederman

To the family of Jackie Schneider

To the family of Jim Quinn, friend of Angela and 
Charley Platt

To the family of Arthur Goldstein, husband of
JoAnn, mother of Marci (David) Adams, and Mark 
(Patricia) Goldstein

To the family of Juliana Sanchez Schafer,
daughter of Beth and Nestor Sanchez,
granddaughter of Paula Castleton, brother of
Daniel, wife of Chad and mother of Izzy

To the family of Leonard Schulman, brother in 
law of Donald (Barbara) Weiss

CELEBRATIONS & SILVER LININGS

CONDOLENCES

To Emily Crane on becoming the President of the Board for 
URJ Olin Sang Ruby Institute
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HIGH HOLY DAYS WORSHIP SCHEDULE

SELICHOT SERVICE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 28 
7:30pm*

EREV ROSH HASHANAH
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
7:30pm Service*

ROSH HASHANAH DAY I
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 
9:30am Tot Service** 
10:30am Service*
2:00pm Family Service**
3:00pm Tashlich**

ROSH HASHANAH DAY II
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
10:30am Morning Service*

IN-PERSON, OUTDOOR, & AT-HOME SERVICES WITH MEANING AND MELODY!

* Virtual Service |** Outdoor Service, Registration Required

EXPERIENCE THE
HIGH HOLY DAYS
with Makom Solel Lakeside

EREV YOM KIPPUR
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
7:30pm Kol Nidre Service*

YOM KIPPUR 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
9:30am Tot Service**
10:30am Morning Service*
1:00pm Study Session
2:00pm Family Service**
3:00pm Memorial Yizkor Service**
4:00pm Memorial/Yizkor Service*
5:00pm N’ilah Concluding Service*
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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CANTOR JAY’S ARTICLE CONT.

To ‘dwell in the house of Adonai’ means to shift one’s life-focus back to Kehillah Kedosha, the ‘sacred community’ we build  
together. Each of us connects to Makom in our own ways: one may choose to attend Torah every Shabbat morning. Another 
person may participate in choir rehearsals each week. Or perhaps we are there to lend a hand in social justice projects that seek 
to build a more just and equitable society. No matter how we apply these words to our lives, the idea of “dwelling in the house of 
Adonai” is a way to cultivate purpose and perspective in our lives through the context of community. The Psalmist concludes this 
thought by stating:

“Lachazot B’noam Adonai Ul’vakeir B’heichalo -
To look upon the beauty of Adonai, and to visit the Temple regularly”

The final line of our song brings all these ideas into sharper focus. When we are in sacred community, we can see more clearly the 
beauty of God’s creation in our lives. Our tradition teaches us that we are all created B’tzelem Elohim, in the image of the Divine. 
This means that each of person we get to know in our community represents a facet of God’s presence in the world. By  
recognizing this spark of the divine within one another- and inspiring one another to be our best selves- we can make the  
world a brighter and more beautiful place.

The challenge this year is to find our way back to meaning and purpose. Makom is here to help facilitate that goal, by offering us 
each our own path forward. This could be in the context of study, prayer, music, social action, sharing life’s blessings and helping 
one another through its challenges. No matter which path we take, we all arrive at the same truth: Community is the blessing 
that leads to greater blessings. And like all great journeys, the road to return begins by taking the first step.

L’shalom,
Cantor Jay O’Brien
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FROM THE RABBI CONT.

Tzedakah, often translated as charity, comes from the word for justice.  Certainly there are many worthwhile organizations  

working to mitigate climate change. There are Jewish organizations like Hazon, which means vision, and the Jewish Earth  

Alliance and many secular groups as well that are worthy of our support.  But justice for the earth needs more than our charitable 

gifts.  The infrastructure bill that will come before the senate carries real hope for the kind of investment we need to make to slow 

down the climate crisis.  We cannot afford to let this opportunity slip away because of partisan politics.  That was one of the most 

important insights from our Alaska trip.  It is a red state, but everyone we met was focused on the environment and recognized 

that there are measures that must be taken.  Sure there can be debate about this policy or that, but the government must allocate 

a huge amount to make a difference. We need a policy of environmental justice and our nation should lead the way to a new age.

Tefilah means prayer, and certainly prayer has value, even though words are not enough.  Think about Rabbi Abraham Joshua 

Heschel’s response when asked how a traditional Jew could march with Dr. King on Shabbat in Selma.  He said, “I was praying with 

my feet.”  Prayer does not mean sitting back and asking God to do the work.  Prayer is doing the work in partnership with God.  

God makes an eternal covenant (brit in Hebrew) with humanity with the rainbow in the story of Noah, and we have to keep up 

our end of the covenant.  Prayer means taking steps to heal the world.  

In this season of the High Holy Days through the festival of Sukkot, a time when we leave the comfort of our homes, to spend 

time in nature sheltered only by a shaky, temporary canopy, we must make a commitment to teshuva, tzedakah and tefilah.  

 The Jewish environmental organization Hazon has a campaign to teach and to help.  It is called Brit Hazon.   

Sign up here: https://hazon.org/commit-to-change/brithazon/

All it asks is that whatever you are doing for the climate now, do something, anything more.  I think it is a very useful website with 

lots of advice and opportunities to do some good.  

And we are planning a small opportunity of our own.  At the holy days we do Tashlich, symbolically casting out our sins.  This year 

on September 18 we are planning a beach cleanup project for National Coastal Clean Up Day.  Think of it as “Reverse Tashlich,” 

pulling our sins out of the water.  I hope you will join us in whatever way you can in our work to avert the severe decree.  May 

5782 be good to all of us, and may it be a year when we start to turn from climate crisis to climate opportunity.
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ADULT ENRICHMENT FALL SCHEDULE

PUZZLES WITH MAKOM

September
Tikkun Olam Carnival of Action
Enjoy Makom Solel Lakeside Players and their original 
pieces on Unadulterated Adult Enrichment and Masked 
Holidaze.

Interfaith Families: Full Partners in our Synagogues

Join us as we meet with Ed Case, founder of 
InterfaithFamily (now 18Doors), author of Radical Inclusion: 
Engaging Interfaith Families for a Thriving Jewish Future, 
and a passionate advocate for interfaith families’ Jewish 
engagement

Prospects for hope: The current Israeli government and 
the Reform Movement “ 

Join Rabbi Josh Weinberg, who serves as the Vice President 
of the URJ for Israel and Reform Zionism and is the 
Executive Director of ARZA, the Association of Reform 
Zionists of America. 

October
Between Isaac and Ishmael: Jews and Muslims in 
Historical Perspective

Professor David Shyovitz is an award-winning teacher who 
has taught at dozens of synagogues, churches, interfaith 
gatherings.  Join us as he discusses: Between Isaac and 
Ishmael : Jews and Muslims in Historical Perspective

Our Exemplars of Wisdom; What it Universally Means

Join Stanley McCracken, PhD, LCSW, Lecturer Emeritus, The 
University of Chicago, Crown Family School of Social Work, 
Policy, and Practice

Religious Radicalism
with our very own Professor Ben Zeller

Indentity Politics, Wokeness, Cancel Culture, and
Anti-Racism
Join Jim Kenney as he discusses why are "Cancel Culture” 

and Critical Race Theory the right wing's angry new 
obsessions? Is "Wokeness" a poison pill for Democrats? Or is 
Anti-Racism the party’s new touchstone? What's the story 
behind this freshening storm on the political horizon? One 
thing is clear: It matters for 2022! 

Elvis Pressley and his connection to the Jewish 
Community

Join Roselle Chertok, as she tell us about the life of Elivs 
Pressley and his surprising connection to the Jewish 
community.

November
Why Shanghai: Understanding the 5,000 Mile 
Journey for Refuge Through Artifacts and 
Testimony.

Are Shanghailanders (as they are commonly called)
“survivors?”  Today we answer with a resounding YES, but 
that was not only the case.  Some today still would rather be 
considered “Shanghai Refugees.”  Some of the answers are 
found in the artifacts themselves. Danny will discuss that 
Shanghailanders had the ability to save their documents, 
school work, artwork, photos and other physical memories 
while most survivors from Europe lost practically everything. 

Hollywood Goes to War!
Join our Eugene FInerman as he discusses: Hollywood Goes 
to War! America entered World War II in 1941; however, 
Hollywood had begun the �ghting as early as 1935. 
So, which of the Hollywood moguls wason Hitler’s side? 
Humorist, historian and Makom member Eugene Finerman 
will tell us about the �lms that mirrored this schism in 
Hollywood and America.

Illinois State Representative Bob Morgan and His 
Experience as a Jewish Member of the Illinois 
Legislature.

Join Bob Morgan he shares how various life moments have 
impacted his decisions as an elected o�cial, and the ways in 
which the Jewish community and support of the State of 
Israel come into play in the state capitol.
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Makom Solel Lakeside
(847) 433 - 3555 | www.mymakom.org

FALL 
SCHEDULE

LIVE FROM ZOOM! | 10:00am - 11:00am
Refer to weekly email for the participation link
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PUZZLES WITH MAKOM

PUZZLES WITH MAKOM

ACROSS 

4. We do not eat for 25 hours on Yom Kippur
6. Day of Atonement
7. The abundance of seeds in this fruit represent  
    the prosperity or desire to perform many mitzvot  
    in the coming years.
10. A traditional ceremony held during  
       Rosh Hashanah in which individuals   
       “cast away” their sins and wrongdoings from the past year
11. We dip the apples in this

DOWN

1. A ram’s horn which is blow to announce the new year
2. “Remember;” memorial service held on Yom Kippur and on the last day of Pesach, Shavuot, and Sukkot.
3. The period from Rosh Hashanah to Yom Kippur are known as the days of...
5. How many Days of Awe are there?
8. “Forgiveness;” special penitentional prayers recited during Elul and the High Holidays
9. Baked in a round shape to represent the circularity of the Jewish calendar & filled with raisins for a sweet new year.

High Holy Days Crossword Puzzle
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NEW WAYS TO SHARE A LIFE’S BLESSINGS

Ways to recognize people you love and occasions that are meaningful

Located in the gallery 
area off our main 
lobby, our Tree of Life 
commemorates life’s 
joyous occasions. You 
may purchase and custom 
inscribe a leaf ($180) 
or a stone ($1,800).

Kiddush Cups hold a personal significance 
to Rabbi Serotta. Honor him and support 
Makom Solel Lakeside by purchasing a cup 
to add to the collection housed in the 
display case that is designed to emulate a 
Torah scroll. On every Shabbat, the cup for 
that particular week will be used for 
the service. 
• Each cup comes with a customizable, 
    engraved message.
• You can select from cups that the office
    has to offer, or you may contribute your
    own.
• You can choose a date that is of special
    importance to you.
• The weekly Kiddush Cups (including the
    engraving) are $500; there are also
    major Jewish holiday cups available for 
    a higher amount

The display is located in the south lounge 
across from the Administrative Wing. 

Located in the east 
corridor near the chapel, 
our Memorial Tree is a 
legacy to those who have 
passed but who left a 
strong imprint on the lives 
they touched. You may 
purchase and custom 
inscribe a leaf ($180) or 
a Hebrew letter ($1800). 
The Hebrew letters 
translate to ‘may their 
memories be a blessing’.

Most of us are fortunate to have fostered rich and rewarding relationships with family 
members, special friends and mentors. These associations are often tracked 

by major life cycle events such as birth, b’nai mitzvah, marriage, 
baby namings, anniversaries, honorific events and death.

What better way to express your affection than to participate in a permanent 
acknowledgment that offers opportunity for personalization as well as support for our 

synagogue community. As a result of the consolidation between the two congregations, 
there are now three ongoing displays earmarked for recognition possibilities:

Tree of Life Kiddush Cup Display Memorial Tree

ALL RECOGNITION DISPLAY PURCHASES ARE 100% TAX DEDUCTIBLE. CONTACT THE OFFICE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.
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MAKING A GIFT

Making a Gift
Would you like to make a donation in honor of or in memory of a family member or close friend 

through Makom Solel Lakeside? Choose among several funds to direct your contribution to 
the cause you believe is most appropriate.

Fill out checks to Makom Solel Lakeside and designate your fund preference on the memo line; 
or call/email Stephanie at ssohn@mymakom.org for payment by credit card, stock, 

or alternative arrangement.

General Fund

Provides the Officers and Directors ultimate flexibility 
to use financial gifts where they are needed most.

Human Needss

Includes Tikkun Olam / Social Action initiatives, 
contributions to worthy social justice institutions, and 
support for members who require some form of financial, 
emergency or life-sustaining assistance.

Shalom Circle

Promoted by clergy, the fund supports enhanced 
programing for all ages and collaborates with all areas of 
Makom Solel Lakeside to create innovative, impactful, 
engaging opportunities in terms of interfaith dialogue, 
music, provocative intellectual stimulation, and 
impassioned spiritual experiences both within and 
outside the walls of the synagogue.

Security Fund

Help to safeguard the Makom Solel Lakeside building, its 
children, members and staff. Pays for security guards at all 
worship events, Lev Learning / Religious School classes, and 
many special events. Also finances ongoing training 
programs and security enhancements to our physical 
structure.

Legacy Funds

L’dor V’dor. Nothing is more important than the legacy we 
leave. The strength of our endowment and bequest funds is 
the gift we give to our children. This is how we can pass on 
wondrous moments we have gleaned from our years at 
Makom Solel Lakeside and our legacy congregations. 
Support in this way allows us to provide future generations 
with the lessons and luster of our experience. And fund 
investment income helps us with current operations.

Lev Learning (religious school)

Helps to finance our fabulous religious school and Hebrew 
curriculum including our wide-ranging madrichim program, 
our vibrant youth group and a host of special projects and 
activities. 

Adult Enrichment

Helps to finance a wide variety of Sunday morning speakers, 
Tuesday night clergy classes, film and book groups, travel 
opportunities, morning minyans and a number of events 
that keep Makom Solel Lakeside rich, vibrant and fulfilling 
from college age to senior status. 

myMakom Women

This organization inspires the women of our congregation 
to connect in many different ways all through a Jewish lens. 
Donations support a variety of social, spiritual and educa-
tional experiences. The group also has a firm commitment 
to social justice.

Music

Helps to support our outstanding volunteer choir, 
professional musicians and the special programs led by 
Cantor Jay O’Brien. This fund also provides financial 
assistance to help finance our High Holy Day vocal 
quartet, to purchase needed sheet music and other 
sound equipment.

Building Fund

Similar to our homes, the Makom Solel Lakeside facility 
requires ongoing investment to maintain a clean, well-run 
operation in which all components are properly monitored 
and in good repair: HVAC, kitchen, plumbing, electric, 
lighting, painting, landscaping, etc.: all must be managed 
and funded.

Rabbi Evan Moffic Discretionary Fund

The use of these funds will be determined by and at the 
discretion of Rabbi Moffic but will be consistent with the 
values of Makom Solel Lakeside. 

Rabbi Isaac Serotta Discretionary Fund

The use of these funds will be determined by and at the 
discretion of Rabbi Serotta but will be consistent with the 
values of Makom Solel Lakeside. 

Cantor Jay O’Brien Discretionary Fund

The use of these funds will be determined by and at the 
discretion of Cantor O’Brien but will be consistent with the 
values of Makom Solel Lakeside. Makom Solel Lakeside

1301 Clavey Road, Highland Park, IL 60035
(847) 433 - 3555 | www.mymakom.org
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TRIBUTE FUNDS

RABBI SEROTTA  
DISCRETIONARY FUND 

Pam Lipton

In honor of

Jessica’s wedding 
      from Neal & Nancy Goldstein 

Wally and Sue’s 60th Anniversary 
      from Wallace & Sue Roberts

Lily’s Bat Mitzvah 
      from cindy & Thomas Kienzle

In memory of

Howard Lipton 
      from Audrey Gilden

Tracy Murphy 
      from Burton Miller

Howard Lipton 
      from Tom & Roberta Drewes

RABBI MOFFIC DISCRETIONARY 
FUND 

In honor of

Rabbi Moffic
      from Andrew Brown

Alex’s Be Mitzvah 
      from Thomas & Joanna Chan

With gratitude to

Rabbi Moffic for his great Kindness to 
Barbara & Roger Brown
     from Owen Brown

CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND 

In honor of

Cantor Jay’s 36 under 36 
      from Mark & Laurie Feldman

Cantor Jay 
      from Nancy Kullman

Alex’s Be Mitzvah 
      from Thomas & Joanna Chan

Wally and Sue’s 60th Anniversary 
      from Wallace & Sue Roberts

In memory of

Howard Lipton 
      from Gail Segal

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Kenneth & Marcia Denberg

GENERAL FUND

Fred & Brenda Turner

Bruce & Joni Friedman

Mark & Kendra Karasik

Janet Buckstein

Leonard & Phyllis Adams

Nancy Kullman

Robert Muriel & Jayme Levin-Muriel

Sarah Appel

Steven & Stephanie Kohn

William Echt & Robbie Maller-Hartman

In honor of

Marlee and Sami Gold 
      from David & Gail Katz

Jack and Sheila Marks 60th  
Anniversary 
      from Harold & Linda Chizewer

Ed & Judy Bederman 60th Anniversary 
      from Harold & Linda Chizewer

General Fund 
      from Murray & Joan Levin

July 2nd Oneg for Lindner Family
      from Rob & Rhonda Lindner

In memory of

Jerry Friedman 
      from Avery Cohen & Susan  
      Shulman

Zelda Harris Sherman & Louis Harris 
      from Barbara & Burton Turek

Howard Lipton 
      from Barbara Myerow

Nancy Rappaport 
      from Barbara Volin

Howard Lipton 
      from David Eyl

Howard Lipton 
      from Dennis & Barbara Kessler

Richard Schaum 
      from Donald Schaumberger

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Edwin & Diana Ruthman

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Ellen Rubert

Arthur Goldstein 
      from Emily & Michael Hutensky 

Joseph Spiegel 
      from Fred & Brenda Turner 

Alfred Wildberg 
      from Fred & Brenda Turner 

Meyer Turner & Iris Kirshner 
      from Fred & Brenda Turner 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Harold & Linda Chizewer 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Janet Buckstein 

Allan Harris 
      from Jerrold & Janet Wolf 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Joel & Stacy Friedland 

TRIBUTE FUNDS
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TRIBUTE FUNDS

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Jonathan & Susan Kaden 

Jeffrey Kleinberg 
 from Judith Frazin 

Howard Lee Lipton 
      from Justin Oxman 

Ira J. Friedman 
      from Leonard & Phyllis Adams 

Toddy Richman 
      from Leonard & Phyllis Adams 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Marc & Susan Benjamin 

Dolores Greenberg 
      from Richard & Kara Friedman 

Greenberg

Howard Lipton 
      from Robert Fixman 

Howard Lipton 
      from Vicki Sidlow 

ADULT ENRICHMENT 

In honor of

Vanessa’s Short Story Class
     from Judith Feldman

In memory of

Jay Schechter 
      from Gary & Lynn Salit

Simon Blitstein 
      from Mark & Lexis Blitstein 

Shirley Blitstein 
      from Mark & Lexis Blitstein 

Howard Lipton
      from Susan Hoseman 

BLESSINGS IN A BAG 

In memory of

Howard Lipton
     from David & Kristy Sweig

HUMAN NEEDS 

In honor of

Laurie Kaden and the Bat Mitzvah of 
of her granddaughter Ella 
      from Hal Brown

With gratitude to

Holly Krakow 
     from Andrew Brown

In memory of

Marvin Greene, Jerry Greene,  
Clarabelle Lake and Richard Lake 
     from Alan & Carol Greene

Howard Lipton
     from Marc & Coleen Friedman

LIBRARY FUND 

In memory of

Fred Burka 
     from Mark & Margaret Burka

Herbert Tucker 
     from Michael & Darryl Ebner

MUSIC FUND 

Belinda Gold

In honor of

Cantor Jay’s 36 under 36 
      from Anne & Steven Wold 

Ed and Judy Bederman’s 60th  
anniversary  

      from Eugene & Karen Finerman 

Cantor Jay O’Brien being recognized 
for 36 under 36 
      from Fred & Brenda Turner 

The Kleinerman’s New home 
      from Mark & Laurie Feldman 

Cantor Jay O’Brien 
      from Michael & Darryl Ebner 

Cantor Jay 
      from Richard & Andrea Amend 

In memory of

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Ashley Plotnick & Seth     
      Schriftman 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer
      from Amy & Bennet Plotnick 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Dennis & Barbara Kessler 

Nettie Mednick 
      from Diane Gordon 

Sophie Levinson 
      from Diane Gordon 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Edwin & Judith Bederman 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Eugene & Karen Finerman 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Fred & Brenda Turner 

John Steve Adler 
      from Gilbert Levy & Marliss Levin 
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TRIBUTE FUNDS

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Jeffery & Judith Golden 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Jeffrey & Holly Krakow 

Howard Lipton 
      from Kenneth & Marcia and Ken 
      Denberg 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer
      from Larry & Susan Mason 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Marc & Cathy Horowitz 

Juliana Sanchez  Schafer 
      from Mark & Margaret Burka 

Shelley Plager 
      from Marlene Samson 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Marlene Samson 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Michael & Darryl Ebner 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Richard & Mary Schuster 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Robert & Alice Kohn 

Juliana Sanchez Schafer 
      from Wayne & Wendy Rhodes 

MYMAKOM WOMEN 

Lindsey & Micharl Epstein

In memory of

Howard Lipton
     from Janet Buckstein

SECURITY FUND 

Arnold & Judith Fox

TRIBUTE FUND 

In memory of

Howard Lipton
     from Belinda Gold

Freda Elkind
     from Neal Elkind 
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CONTACT LIST

Rabbi Ike Serotta 
847.433.3059 

Ext. 23

Rabbi Evan Moffic 
847.433.1370 

Ext. 27

Cantor Jay O’Brien 
847.433.0694 

Ext. 25

Ashley Plotnick
Director of 

Congregational Learning 

224.707.1775 
Ext. 28

Vanessa M. Ehrlich
Director of 

Lifelong Learning 

847.433.3556 
Ext. 24

Holly Krakow
Executive Director 

847.433.3557 
Ext. 22

Leah Neiman
Director of Communications 

and Engagement 

847.433.3708 
Ext. 21

Simcha Ackerman
Be Mitzvah 
Coordinator 

224.707.1757 
Ext. 30

Stephanie Sohn
Executive Assistant 

224.706.1779 
Ext. 26

Rikki Carl-Goldberg
Graphic Designer 

224.707.0905 
Ext. 29

STAFF DIRECTORY

Sammi Krakow
Administrative Assistant 

224.707.0923 
Ext. 31
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